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Nor were there any advantages that their predecessors
had possessed which were denied to them. They were
regarded as the legitimate sovereigns throughout the kingdom,
even where they could exercise no actual authority; and
there were many advantages and potentialities in kingship.
They had the support of the Church, which had been largely
instrumental in bringing Hugh Capet to the throne. This
gave them material as well as moral backing, for in the
previous half-century some of the leading bishops had been
endowed with counties; for instance, the archbishop of
Rheims and the bishops of Langres and Chalons. Like the
kings of Germany, though on a much smaller scale, the
Capetians could look to episcopal help and thus find supporters
even outside the royal domain.
Yet, in spite of all these advantages, it is the weakness Causes of
rather than the strength of the early Capetian kings that is continued
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evident in the somewhat meagre records of their reigns that of the
we possess. The narrow limitations of royal authority are monarchy
already manifest in the time of Hugh Capet, and from his
reign onwards there was a progressive decline which was not
arrested until the twelfth century. A new process of dis-
integration had begun by which the king and his family were
principally affected. Whereas the grouping together of a
number of counties had created the marches and duchies into
which France was divided, a movement in the opposite
direction was now in progress; the counties were striving to
throw off the ducal yoke and regain their separate identity.
The dukes of Aquitaine were singularly successful in main-
taining their authority during the eleventh century, and in
the north the dukes of Normandy and the counts of Flanders
preserved their States intact; Brittany was, of course,
peculiar in its racial aloofness. But in the territories that had
been united under the single control of Hugh the Great the
new movement was most effective. Blois was the first to
take an independent line, Maine followed suit, and finally
Anjou, which under the early Fulks and Geoffreys was
extending its possessions in Touraine and south of the Loire
was eating into Aquitaine as well; the formidable Fulk
Nerra, the real founder of the Angevin fortunes, with his
extravagant brutalities and his equally extravagant penances,
became count in the same year that Hugh Capet became king.

